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Historically branding is  
literally that…

a mark of ownership  
on animals
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identity
Through the ages there have been various 
visual brand styles of regions/families with 
canting arms and town emblems. 
Sweden has a rich history of beautiful town 
or kings’ seals, visual marks of identity and 
ownership. 
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rebus
In the middle ages a device known as a 
Rebus was a series of symbols/graphic 
elements to spell out a name for people who 
could not read, but could understand the 
picture composition. 
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rebus
Not far from where we live, is a place 
called...

 
CONGLETON 
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rebus

 
CONG                     LE                     TON 
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AN iconic  
modern 
example...
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The I Love NY is the most iconic modern day 
example of a Rebus device
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Mid 20th century ‘Brands’
Mid 20th century Brands were actually only 
referred to when talking about products.
Services such as airlines, were referred to as 
Companies.
The 1980s saw a shift towards the modern 
understanding of the word brand and this 
was Corporate Identity now known as a 
Brand system.
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Mid 20th century ‘Brands’
So basically...

Branding has recently developed, from 
Corporate Identity, to Brand Systems, to 
Brand Communications... many incarnations 
of the same thing.
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branding today
Today Branding is about 
communication, not just a 
logo as people say.

And with that comes the...
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3 c’s of branding
  Credibilty
  Clarity
  Consistency    ...the most important of all
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to summarise

Around the end of the  
20th and the beginning  
of the 21st century was a 
huge milestone...
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to summarise

The mid-nineties saw 
the computer revolution 
turn the whole essence of 
branding on it’s head.
Almost religious in their 
following, as with Apple 
products.
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to summarise
 
This was the turning point  
-  when a product brand 
became a lifestyle.

It went from IT to YOU
and... the Global BRAND 
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the global brand
The Naked Brand is the 
current trend towards 
honesty, clarity and 
sustainability



the global brand
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Countries as  
brands
Only last year for the  
first time...  2015 
A country League 
Table from Interbrand 
started positioning and 
quantifying countries  
as Brands. 
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brand development
So, going from a mark to a product and 
finally to the truth of an organisation. 

Branding has developed and will keep 
transforming to reflect society’s ideas and 
technological communication platforms...



A twitter bench provides a place for locals to casually chat with each other



A facebook wall has been made into a bulletin board, displaying town updates and news



A whatsapp booth provides a place for residents to make phone calls



A wetransfer-mobile delivers packages and goods around town.



The gmail icon indicates the place where residents post their mail



An RSS feed comes in the form of a local newspaper



An ebay shop hosts commercial activity for the local community



Residents watch TV and movies in a youtube ‘theatre’ staged at a local bar



An elderly woman is the host of countless knowledge, just like wikipedia



Residents meet up and exchange knowledge, information and ideas at a local bar



Antivirus software company avast is realised as a pharmacy where locals can treat 
ailments
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branding

Get it right 
and it does  
what you 
want...
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branding

Get it wrong and it  
goes up in smoke
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thank you 
any questions?


